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The fortnightly Friday Focus is the chance for every class at Clavering to share their      
learning with the Clavering School community. This is a great opportunity to find out what 
each year group has been up to and engage in conversations around learning.  

-
Every February, Safer Internet Day is celebrated globally and this years theme was ‘All 

fun and games? Exploring respect and relationships online.’ Every class explored the 

this theme; see the selection of work below.  

 

Reception 

We talked about ways to keep safe online using the story The Adventures of Smartie 

the Penguin. We learned that if we come across a problem or 

something worrying or unexpected online we should; stop, 

think and tell. 

 

Class 1  

Class 1 were introduced to Buddy the Dog who helped them    

understand when using a device online, what to do when    

something strange occurs such as a pop up message.  Class 1 

made posters to inform a reader of what to keep safe whilst     

being online.  

 

Class 2 

For safer internet day Class 2 discussed staying safe 

online. This included who we should talk to and what 

information we should share. We then worked in pairs 

to sort out information depending upon if it is safe to 

share online or should be kept private. After this, the 

children created a target sheet of ‘people who know 

me’ where they had to think about their relationships 

and circles of trust.  



 -
Continued... 

Class 3 

In our session we discussed the fun things we can do on the internet and 

how much time we spend using our devices. Children were fantastic at 

identifying the information that we should never share online, symbols 

that keep us safe in games, who to talk to if we are worried and then they 

created information posters.  

 

Class 4 

In Class 4 we have learnt about how to be safe when playing 

games online. We looked at different screenshots of online     

messaging within a game and identified what was wrong with 

the messages and what we should if we ever experienced  

something similar.  

 

Class 5 

On Internet Safety day this week, the children really enjoyed talk-

ing about their experiences online; they recorded their sugges-

tions for advice for those feeling pressure/pressuring others 

online.  

 

 

Class 6 

Class 6 watched the Safer Internet videos about how to        

ensure people used the internet safely and how to be            

respectful of others. We thought about how YouTubers or    

Influencers may have different motives to promote a game or 

product and to be aware of this when watching their videos or 

playing games. We also discussed the legal aspects of internet use and how to report 

or block inappropriate people or sites. Afterwards, we created Top Tip posters for using 

the internet safely when gaming, searching online, watching YouTube or uploading our 

own films or photographs.  


